2018 TRANSIT INTERIOR SYSTEMS

HIGHLY-VERSATILE, FULLY-INSTALLED INTERIOR SYSTEMS. PLUS, VOCATIONAL UPGRADES AND CUSTOMIZATIONS.

PREMIUM UPFITS BY MASTERACK®, SORTIMO BY KNAPEHIDE, ADRIAN STEEL® AND TRANSITWORKS

FORD.COM/TRANSITUPFITS
A respected designer, manufacturer, and installer of high quality, professional grade cargo management and storage systems for more than 45 years, Masterack offers an extensive selection of steel, aluminum, and composite interiors, ladder racks, and accessories.

- Steel Racks and Bins with lockable drawers and movable shelf dividers
- SmartSpace® modular cargo management systems offering shelves, drawers and accessories made from structural foam filled injection molded plastic and aluminum for weight savings
- Aluminum folding shelves – there when you need them; folded out of the way when you don’t
- Steel partitions to protect and secure cargo – available with locking steel door
- Single or double ladder racks with easy-to-use mechanical assist that lowers ladders within arm’s reach for easy operation
- Wire mesh window screens for side and rear cargo doors

THE MASTER IN COMMERCIAL VEHICLE EQUIPMENT.

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE STORAGE, SHELVING AND ACCESSORIES

1 No upfit minimum required. Receive upfit assistance for the entire cost of the upfit up to $1,000. Units receiving any form of CPA (56A), GPC, Long-Term Rental (56K) or other concessions are ineligible. Take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 7/31/18. See dealer for qualifications and complete details.
Sortimo By Knapheide is a strategic collaboration between Sortimo International, a global leader in mobile racking products, with over 40 years’ experience in the van interior business and The Knapheide Manufacturing Company, one of the nation’s foremost providers of commercial vehicle solutions, family owned for over 165 years.

Together this collaboration is proud to offer an innovative solution for commercial vehicles around the world and be a valued Ford equipment resource for organization, quality and feature-rich concepts for cargo management. Sortimo By Knapheide’s van equipment product family is called Expand. Expand is an easy way for mobile technicians to organize their vans and optimize their operations. The Expand product line includes four key components:

- **SHELF STAXX** – Modular, lightweight shelving system with a flexible design allowing for a variety of layouts and configurations
- **BOXXes** – Interchangeable boxes that lock into Shelf Staxx to help with transport and efficient equipment and tool organization
- **PROTEXX PARTITIONS** – Added confidence in the event of an unplanned sudden stop
- **AXXESSORIES** – Hooks, lashing rails, shelf dividers, cable reel and hose holders to customize your storage space for better productivity

**STAY ORGANIZED FROM CURBSIDE TO WORKSITE.**

**ERGONOMICS & INNOVATIVE DESIGNS IN SHELVING & STORAGE**

1. No upfit minimum required. Receive upfit assistance for the entire cost of the upfit up to $1,000. Units receiving any form of CPA (56A), GPC, Long-Term Rental (56K) or other concessions are ineligible. Take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 7/31/18. See dealer for qualifications and complete details.
RUGGED SHELVING, DIVIDERS & DRAWERS

Adrian Steel offers a complete line of rugged storage and cargo management components to upfit your Transit for your business needs.

From shelving and partitions in a variety of sizes and configurations to trade-specific accessories including tank racks, cable reel holders, vise mounts and tie downs, they have what you need to get the most out of your day at a job site or on the road.

Well into their 6th decade of providing well-designed and rugged cargo management solutions, Adrian Steel is synonymous with toughness and quality, and attention to detail. For example:

- Drawers that stay closed in transit and include anti-slam latches
- Toolboxes that are fully welded for strength and rigidity with automotive grade locks and seals
- Shelving that is both heavy-duty and adjustable; designed for an accurate fit

CONFIGURE YOUR TRANSIT AT FORD.COM/TRANSITUPFITS
CREW VANS, SHUTTLES, SMALL BUSES AND MOBILITY

TransitWorks, a Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier (QVM) with Ship-Thru capability, has been a builder of commercial shuttles, transporters and mobility vans for two decades.

The innovative SmartFloor system – exclusively from TransitWorks – offers hundreds of possible and changeable seating configurations.

**CREW VANS:**
- Choice of fixed 3 passenger bench or 2 passenger flip seat, or SmartFloor with 3 removable seats
- Equipped with fully tested walls, headliner and partition to meet FMVSS 201U head impact requirements

**SHUTTLES:**
- Seat up to 15 including driver
- Multiple center-aisle layouts available
- Available SmartFloor allows changing floor plan as needed

**SMALL BUSES:**
- Side bus door entry with remote operation from inside or outside vehicle
- Seat up to 15 including driver
- Exclusive SmartFloor available

**MOBILITY:**
- Comes with side or rear mounted power lift
- Layouts can hold up to 4 wheelchairs
- SmartFloor allows switching of standard seats and wheelchair positions

**CREATE INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESSES THAT MOVE PEOPLE.**

**GET UP TO $1,000 TOWARD ANY TRANSITWORKS SYSTEM**

1 No upfit minimum required. Receive upfit assistance for the entire cost of the upfit up to $1,000. Units receiving any form of CPA (56A), GPC, Long-Term Rental (56K) or other concessions are ineligible. Take new retail delivery from dealer stock by 7/31/18. See dealer for qualifications and complete details.

**CONFIGURE YOUR TRANSIT AT FORD.COM/TRANSITUPFITS**
FORD COMMERCIAL CONNECTION

FORD TRANSIT

FITS PERFECTLY INTO YOUR BUSINESS PLAN.

- The Ford Transit Cargo Van is designed to meet the needs of demanding businesses with impressive performance, configurability and functionality.
- Transit is available in three roof heights, three body lengths, two wheelbases and as single- or dual-rear wheel models.
- Additionally, there are three engine options:
  - Standard 3.7L Ti-VCT V6
  - Available 3.5L EcoBoost® V6
  - Available 3.2L Power Stroke® I-5 Turbo Diesel
- Other Features include:
  - Standard 6 Speed SelectShift® Automatic Transmission
  - CNG/Propane Gaseous Engine Prep Package available on 3.7L Ti-VCT V6
  - Standard AdvanceTrac® with Roll Stability Control™ and available Lane-Keeping Alert with Driver Alert
  - Standard Rear-View Camera

1 Class is Full-Size Vans based on Ford segmentation.
2 Don't drive while distracted. Use voice-operated systems when possible; don't use handheld devices while driving. Some features may be locked out while the vehicle is in gear. Not all features are compatible with all phones.
3 Commands may vary by phone and AppLink software.

IMPRESSIVE RANGE OF GVWR, PAYLOAD AND VOLUME CAPACITY

- GVWR range: 8,600 lbs. (SRW) to 10,360 lbs. (DRW)
- Payload range for Vans: 3,020 lbs. (SRW) to 4,650 lbs. (DRW)

WHEELBASES AND BODY LENGTHS

- Choose between two wheelbases and three body lengths for unique volume and payload capability
- 130-in. Regular wheelbase with maximum body length of 220-in.
- 148-in. Long wheelbase with maximum body length of 238-in.
- 148-in. Long wheelbase with extended body length of 264-in.

THREE ROOF HEIGHTS ACCOMMODATE CARGO – AND LOTS OF IT

- Low, medium, and high roof heights available – Best-in-Class¹ max interior height among gas powered vans lets you carry the big items
- Cargo Van volumes for 130-in. RWB are: 246.7 cu. ft. (low roof) and 315.2 cu. ft. (medium roof)
- Cargo Van volumes for 148-in. LWB are: 277.7 cu. ft. (low roof), 357.1 cu. ft. (medium roof), 404.3 cu. ft. (high roof) and 487.2 cu. ft. (extended body/high roof)

AVAILABLE SYNC²

- Available SYNC lets you use your voice to make a call, listen to music, voice-control select apps with optional SYNC® AppLink™ and much more while keeping your eyes on the road and hands on the wheel
- Upgrade to available SYNC® 3² and enjoy all of the great SYNC features, plus our next generation of voice-activated technology

CONFIGURE YOUR TRANSIT TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS.

The Transit/Transit Connect Upfit Configurator makes it easy to customize your van to fit the individual needs of your business. This easy-to-use site connects you to preferred upfitters and provides convenient tools to shop by vehicle or vocation – whatever works best for you.

Ford.com/Transitupfits

Find us on LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/ford-means-business